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WEEKLY PRICE COMMENTARY 

WEEKLY PRICE MOVEMENT 
Futures - Bursa Malaysia Derivatives   

FCPO on BMD Friday Closing (RM) Friday Closing (US$)  
Week-on-week 
change in RM 

Week-on-week 
change % 

Total weekly 
volume 

FCPO 1—Dec 2021 5269 1,243  -127 -2.35 4,232 

FCPO 2—Jan 2022 5037 1,188  -138 -2.67 26,967 

Benchmark Feb 2022 4851 1,144  -110 -2.22 119,075 

FCPO 3—Mar 2022 4688 1,106  -81 -1.70 37,548 

FCPO 4—Apr 2022 4540 1,071  -55 -1.20 19,226 

   

        

CPO futures traded lower last week finishing the week down RM28 

at weekly average of RM4901/ton (US$1164) after pricing-in fear 

of a new variant of Covid called Omicron impact on aggregate de-

mand. Although the severity and transmissibility of the new variant 

is unknown the markets did not have to wait for informed analysis 

to react. Jitteriness in the oil and financial market, erased 78 

points on the active contract on Friday offsetting the support from 

stable rise in exports and a weaker Ringgit. Cash CPO was offered 

RM5400-5260 ending the week RM64 lower to RM5336/ton. 

Most traded RBD palm olein closed US$19.50 lower at weekly 

average of US$1348/ton. Most traded Jan-Feb-Mar delivery was 

up US$15.40 to US$1249/ton from previous week average. 

The above table shows selection of cash prices on Friday close. All prices in US$ per-metric ton  

  

New Covid variant, stable exports, marginal rise in production, assessment 

of higher stocks and a weaker Ringgit dominate CPO futures trading 

CHART OF THE WEEK November production—better than last year and marginally higher than October  

Malaysia’s CPO production emerged better than expected after MPOA posted a 

rise of 0.35% in the first 20 days of November versus the same time a month 

ago but this mask the noticeable increases recorded in Sabah and Sarawak ris-

ing by 2.35% and 7.77% respectively, while the peninsular was the only region 

with a slack, declining by 1.56%. CPO futures shed 100 points on the most ac-

tive contract to 7 days low after the MPOA data was released on Tuesday as the 

impact of higher production is assessed on ending stocks. Full month output is 

now seen rising by 2—3% offering prospect of stocks rising to near 1.900 million 

tonsif production materializes at the top-end. Exports are pegged rising 5—6%. 

Yields appears to be holding up from the final month of Malaysia’s peak produc-

tion in October into November resulting in sustained output. November produc-

tion is seen doing significantly better than last year but just marginally higher the 

previous month with a noticeable impact of stocks.  

The Malaysia Palm Oil Association data covers 2 million hectares or 36% of oil 

palm planted area in Malaysia.  

Fundamental palm related data due in week  29 Nov—3 Dec 2021 

• ITS, Amspec and SGS - 1-30 November Malaysia export 

• SPPOMA 1-30 November production 

• MPOA 1-30 November Malaysia production 

• Indonesia December CPO reference price and export tax 

• UN FAO Food Price Index for November 

WEEKLY AVERAGE 

FEB 2022 

 RM 4901 
(US$ 1164) 

RM   -28 

Total volume: 119,075 

(US$ -17.68) 

Malaysia CPO production 

DATA IN FOCUS 

CPKO 
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WEEKLY SUMMARY

Indonesian prices—PTPN tender prices failed to sustain gains erasing 1.60% to weekly average of Rp.14,550/kg or 

US$1400/ton from the previous week. Malaysian CPO pricing was about US$35 cheaper than Indonesia’s on export basis. 

Indonesia plans B40 biodiesel road test in 2022—The Indonesian government wants to ensure its ambition of upgrading 

biodiesel blend rate is still alive after staying unchanged on B30 in 2020 and 2021 due to persistent widening palm to gas 

oil (POGO) spread. The government announced yesterday it is set to test B40 biodiesel fuel mix in series of road test next 

year. However, it is not clear if the B40 blend rate will be implemented in 2022 given the sustained wide POGO disparity 

averaging US$412 this year versus US$240 last year or 73% higher year-on-year making the cost of subsidy to soar. The 

spread widened to an average of US$474 in November. 

Biodiesel consumption recover in September—Indonesia biodiesel usage rose to 715,351 kiloliters in September, or up 

9.42% from October in response to easing of lockdown measures leading to greater movement of people and vehicles in 

major cities in the country but predominantly in Jakarta and the greater area. Around 70% of biodiesel usage in Indonesia 

is in the transport sector. Higher usage at the back of wide POGO spread volleyed the subsidy paid to reach the highest in 

the year to US$259 million from US$163 million in October and compared to monthly average of US$187 million. Sus-

tained wide spread between the biodiesel and diesel price index forced the subsidy payment to rise in the month. Indone-

sia pays subsidy to PME producers based on the difference between the biodiesel price index and diesel price index. 

November production significantly better than last year and marginally higher than October –Malaysia’s November CPO 

production emerged better than expected after MPOA posted a rise of 0.35% in 1-20 November versus the same time a 

month ago but this mask the noticeable increases recorded in Sabah and Sarawak rising by 2.35% and 7.77% respective-

ly, while the peninsular posted a decline of 1.56%. CPO futures shed 100 points on the most active contract to 7 days low 

after the MPOA data was released as the impact of higher production is assessed on ending stocks. Full month output is 

now seen rising by 2—3% to 1.760 to 1.777 million tons offering prospect of stocks rising to over 1.900 million tons to the 

highest in 18 months as at end of November if production materializes at the top-end. Exports are pegged rising 5—6%.  

Malaysia palm export stay high but pace of increase tapers off—Malaysia’s first 25 days of November export posted a rise 

of 10.93% to 1.340 million tons, reflecting a slower pace compared to a rise of 18.12% from the first 20 days of rise—

according to ITS data. Market expectation was for a rise of 10.62%. Strong rise in shipment to the E.U led the overall rise 

offsetting the declines to the African continent, India and China. Shipment to the E.U rose to the highest in the year. 

Philippines CNO export down for the second successive year in 2021— Philippines CNO export is estimated to be down by 

12% in 2021 to around 800,000 tons compared to last year in response to reduced copra collection and adverse weather 

but is projected to recover in 2022 to surpass a million tons once again. Major risk to recovery is the ongoing La Niña 

weather phenomenon which could intensify to fuel typhoons especially towards end of the year. Excessive rainfalls will 

have major impact on harvesting and delays to transportation of crops while severe typhoons can decimate crops. Limited 

supply against strong buying demand particularly from the E.U drove CCNO FOB prices to a high of US$2150/ton in Octo-

ber or up 46% from the start of the year, though prices have since cooled to around US$2050/ton. 

CCNO persist at discount to CPKO —CCNO discount to CPKO stayed wide for more than a week with the spread at minus 

US$230/ton, as CPKO gains continued to exceed CCNO values. The spread was last widest on 19th November at minus 

US$250/ton. The flip in the discount premium equation is in sharp contrast when CCNO premium averaged to a staggering 

height of US$300 in July. Lower CPKO output and crush rate is expected to sustained elevated pricing surpassing its rival 

CCNO since the 10th of November. CCNO discount to CPKO is expected to persist for some time but fizzle from the middle 

of December as CPO and CPKO production show signs of improvement weighing down on prices. 

La Nina to have short term impact on CPO output—The Australian Bureau of Meteorology declared that a La Niña event has 

occurred for the second consecutive year, bringing wetter weather to Asia Pacific and dryer conditions in the Pacific side of 

the Americas. Although the World Meteorological Organisation has not yet confirmed it although the agency has said that 

the event could be short-lived. Nonetheless, it could have a pronounced effect on palm oil, since La Niña events bring with 

them a certain amount of weather disruption. MPOB research suggests that La Niña events have an adverse short-term 

effect on CPO output, while El Niño events have a longer-term lagged impact as dry condition affect the health of the trees 

over 1 to 2 years.  

Disclaimer: 

This newsletter has been provided by Palm Oil Analytics for general information purposes only. The information contained in this newsletter does not constitute financial or trading advice and does not 

make any recommendation regarding the product/s mentioned. Although care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information within this newsletter, Palm Oil Analytics, Bursa Malaysia Berhad 

and its group of companies including Bursa Malaysia Derivatives Berhad ("Bursa Malaysia") do not warrant or represent, expressly or impliedly as to the accuracy, completeness and/or currency of the 

information herein. Palm Oil Analytics and Bursa Malaysia further do not warrant or guarantee the performance of any product/s referred to in this newsletter. All applicable laws, regulatory requirements 

and rules, including current Rules of Bursa Malaysia Derivatives and Rules of Bursa Malaysia Derivatives Clearing should be referred to in conjunction to this newsletter. Palm Oil Analytics and Bursa 

Malaysia do not accept any liability for any claim howsoever arising, out of or in relation to this newsletter including but not limited to any financial or trading decisions made by the reader or any third party 

on the basis of this information. You are advised to seek independent advice prior to making financial or trading decisions.  
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